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Galleries 9 + 10 

Highlighting 18 works of art from Boise Art Museum’s 

Permanent Collection, encourage learning 

and art appreciation. The works of art in this collection of cards 

are organized within the theme of TRUE COLORS, due to their 

focus on the use of color. 

Each card contains basic information about a work of art along 

with prompts to encourage in-depth observation and critical 

thinking. The cards may be used any way you like – as a study 

aid, observation, for display, or to play games. Suitable for art  

enthusiasts of all ages! 

Supported in part by a grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services. 

For further information about any of the artworks on display in the Outside the Lines exhibition, 

please contact Emily Nadel, Curator of Education, via email: emily@boiseartmuseum.org. 



Elements of Art 

(from Outside the Lines rack card) 

Space 

Space is the area inhabited by objects and shapes in a composition. Positive space is 

taken up by objects, while negative space is the space around and between objects. 

Space can also refer to the illusion of depth.  

Texture 

Texture is the surface quality of an object, which can be sensed through touch. All 

objects have a physical texture. For example, they can be rough, smooth, glassy, 

metallic, or silky. Artists can also portray texture visually in two dimensions with color, 

line, and other methods. 

Line 

A line is a mark that connects two points. Lines can lead your eye around a composition, 

express movement, and create shapes. They can be thick or thin; horizontal, vertical or 

diagonal; straight or curved.  

Shape & Form 

Both shape and form define objects in space. Shapes are two-dimensional (in other 

words, they have height and width). Forms are three-dimensional because they also 

have depth. The use of perspective and differing values can create the illusion of form 

on a flat surface. 

Color & Value 

Color is a general term for the qualities of hue, intensity, and value observed in the 

light reflected by materials and pigments. Hue defines the color itself, for example, red, 

blue, or yellow. Intensity describes the saturation, which determines wh ether the color 

is bright or dull. Value is the darkness or lightness of the color. White and black can be 

added to color pigments to change their value.  



Elements of Art Visual Aid 

(from pre-visit pack Reflect, Recycle) 



















ADDITIONAL LINKS 

Elements of Art 

Oberlin, http://www2.oberlin.edu/amam/asia/sculpture/documents/vocabulary.pdf. 

The Getty Museum, 

http://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/building_lessons/formal_analysis.html. 

The National Gallery of Art, https://www.nga.gov/education/teachers/lessons-

activities/elements-of-art.html. 

Artists 

Charles Arnoldi, https://www.charlesarnoldistudio.com. 

Chuck Close, http://chuckclose.com/.  

Albert Green, https://americanart.si.edu/artist/albert-green-1923. 

Shoji Hamada, https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/shoji-hamada-8795. 

Fay Jones, https://www.historylink.org/File/10129. 

Carl Morris, http://portlandartmuseum.us/mwebcgi/mweb.exe?request=record;id=5657;type=701. 

Robert Motherwell, https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/robert-motherwell. 

https://www.moma.org/artists/4126. 

Marie Watt, http://www.mariewattstudio.com/. 
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